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ABSTRACT 
A n u m b e r o f h p o c r a n t c m m o g o n i c q u e M i o m ~ c b e S m u m  
system can be .ddressed with a !hmnxbicer-dd-probe speed% 
mission. These quewions include: the origin of rbe Slnvn spsccm; rbe 
source of Socurn's euws luminosity; the mcctr:nism by which che 
imgular sotelfices were cpprured; the inthtente ofsonun's eaty l t m h s i q  
on the compoaicion at its regular d a e s ;  and tbe &gin ddv riogs The 
h r s t r w ~ f o p i n c a n b e s r u d i e d h y ~ t s m a d e f r o m p n ~ p n r b c  
into Saturn's atmosphere. while rhe seawining issuss can be in- 
by -coaxlucced from on orbiter. In thir pper, we plrscnr 
background infinmation on these h e  guesdom dcscr&q the criticpl 
exprimencs needed to help resolve them. 
The planets of our solar system can be divided into three compositional classes: 
the terrestrial planets, which a r e  made entirely of heavy elements; Jupiter and Saturn, 
which are composed cbiefly of hydrogen and helium, although they have heavy element 
cores; and finally Uranus and Neptune, which are constructed in large measure of 
heavy element cores, but also contain significant gaseous envelopes. We are in a 
particularly fortunate situation in our attempts to understand the origin and subsequent 
evolution of Jupiter and Saturn. In the first place, their current cbracter is t ics  as 
well as those of their attendant satellite system8 a r e  rife with clues about their history. 
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For example. the observed excess amount of tbermal energy they radiate to spce 
above the amount of absorbed solar energy may represent tbe embers of internel 
eaergy built up during an early rapid contraction pbase (Graboslre et UL , 1975; 
Fbllaclc ct d 1977). Jn the second phce,  techniques used to study stellar evolution 
can be employed to model much of the evolutiou of tbese giant planets. 
b3 this paper, we re.iew curreat msmogooic theories of t:.e hislory of the  
Saturn system and describe bow such models can be t e d  by comparisons witb LLr: 
present properties of Saturn, its rings, and i ts  satellites. Emphasis will be placed on 
enumerating those msmogooic clues that mi* be studied m o d  profitablj by a 
Saturn-Orbiter-L*ul Probe (SO$) spacecraft mission. 
RIVAL C(XXb3OGONIC HYPOTHESES 
-4ay Saturn has a mass equal to about 95 Earth masses, of which about 
15 Earth masses is sequestered in a heavy element core coroposed presumably of a 
mixture of mcky and icy material (Slattery, 1977). The remaining material in the 
surroundhg gaseous-liquid envelope is thoug& to consist of an approximately solar 
mixture of elements; i.e. h y d v  and helium are tbe dominant components. The 
composition of this envelope closely resembles tbat of the primordial solar nebula, 
which served as the source material for  planetaq construction. There a r e  two logical 
posslbillties for the way in which Saturn could have been asscmbled within the solar  
nebula. Either its core was formed first and served to focus a massive gaseous 
envebpe about itself o r  a gaseous condensation developed initla!ly within the solar 
nebula and subsequently collected a central core. BoCh these possibilities Ilase been 
explored in recat years. Below we describe these alternative models for the forma- 
tion of Saturn and indicate the stage at which its reglar satellites may have formed. 
Perri and Cameron i1974) investigated models in which massive planetary cores 
formed first and subsequently collected a portion of the nearby solar nebula about 
itself. As might be expected. the gas of the nebula becomes concentrated about the 
core, with the boundary of tbis gaseous envelope being the p i n t  at which the gravita- 
tional attraction of the core and envelope equals thc gradient of the gravitational 
potential of tbe solar nebula, i. e. , it equals the lttidal" radius. Below a certain 
critical mass, the envelope about tbe core is hydrodynamically stable, so that only a 
minor gaseous envelope could be expected a t  present. But, for cores more massive 
than a "critical masst', the envelope -mes hj~drod~namically unstable and in a very 
short period of t ime assumes a much smaller  radius than the tidal value, In this case, 
the product will be a planet with both a massive core and a massive gaseous envelope. 
Tbu value of the crit ical core mbss needed to tr igger a hydrodynamic instability 
in the surrounding gas depends on the temperature structure assumed for the envelope 
:ind i ts  houldary condbions. Fkrri and Cameron (1974) assume that the envelope i s  
cmj.ec~i--?ly unstable. motivated in part & the large opacitv exDected from dust grains. 
and that the envelope is on the same adiabat a s  the solar nebula, Vsing nominal values 
for the solar  nebula's adiabat, they obtained a cr i t ical  msss  of 115 Earth masses. 
Since this value was significantly hig..rr than values of several  tens of Earth masses  
found by Podolak a d  Cameron (1974) from models of the interior s t ructure of the outer  
planets. they suggested that the instability occurred at a later epoch in the history of 
the solar  nebula, when i t  was much cooler. SIucb smal le r  crit ical masses  can also be 
realized by postulating an  i.wtherma1 temperature airucture for the envelope. Accord- 
ing to Harr is  (19?9), crit ical masses  on the order  of 1 Earth mass  hold in this case. 
As mentioned in the intmduction, the best current estimate of the mass  of Saturn's 
core places it a t  15 Earth masses. Thus. the actual core mass  of Saturn may be hrge 
enough for i t  to have been able to initiate a hyddynamica l  collapse in the surrounding 
gas. 
An alternative scenario lor  the origin of -Jupiter, and by implication Saturn. was 
f i rs t  investigated in detail by Bdenheimer  (1974). H r  suggested that tfre initial forma- 
tion stage involved the condensation of the gaseous en\-elope. As in the case  of s t a r  
formation, a local density enhancement is assumed to be present in the  so la r  nebula. 
\Vhen this densit! e-=zeds a cr i t ical  value. the localiztd region fwgins to contract. If 
the sun has not yet formed and there is little mass in  :he solar n e k l a  interior to t h e  
localized region of interest. the crit ical density i s  determined by the conditioc tbat the 
region's gnl- iht ional  binding e n c m  be to i ts  internal energ?'. a s  
determiaixl by i t s  temperature. If the sun has formed o r  st least there i s  much mass  
in the solar nebula interior to the local region. the crit ical dcbnsity is determined f rom 
a tidal criterion. In the case of -lupiter, Bodenhein~er estimates the crit ical density 
3. to equal appmsimately 1.5 x 10-l1 gm 'cm m the former rase and about 
1 x 10" g-m,'cm3 in the latter ease  (Bodcnheimer. 1978). Lbr an ot>,eet of Saturn's 
mass  and distance, a simple scaling of Bodcnheimcrrs prescriptions for the crit ical 
3 density leads to values of about 1 x 10-lo and 2 s lo-' gm ,'cm . The corresponding 
initial radius for Saturn in both cases  i s  approximately 2000 Rs, where 13 i s  i ts  
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cur  rent radius. 
Once contraction is initiated as a result of the local density enhancement, the 
gaseous protoplanet will e\lolue thmugh four stages (Bmlenheimer, 1914). The first 
stage consists of a small contraction (-15%) on a h y d ~ ~ c  time scale 
2 (-10 years), during which the configuration settles into hydrostatic equilibrium. This 
stage is bllaved by one cbaracterited by a slow contraction on a Kelvin-Helmholtz 
5 7 time scale (-10 -10 years). As time progresses, the interior temperatures are 
gradually built up u d i l  they reach &out %'WO K laear the center, .4t this point signifi- 
cant dissociation of m o k c u b r  hflmgen occurs, which alters the adiatatic lapse rate 
in such a way tirat a hydrostcltic configuration is oo longer possible and a hydmdpmmi- 
cal wUapse phase is initiated. Witbin a very short time on tbe order of a few years, 
the radius of the protoplanet decreases from several hundred times the present value 
to sere-%l times the present value. Hoaever, near the end of the collapse, aooserwa- 
tioa of angular momentum probably leads to a spreading out of the outer regioas of 
the protoplanet into an extended disk. Thus, while the central pmbplanet is settling 
back into a hydrostatic coaliguration once more, tbe formation of its regular satellites 
begins wit!-An the extended disk. The fourth stage, which spans almost the entire 
lifetime of the planet, involves a s h  hydrostatic coofraction to its present size. 
From now on, we will refer to these four stages as the first  hydrodgmmic stage, the 
first hj-drostatic stage, the second hydmdyrurmic stage, and the second hydrostatic 
stage, respectively. 
Figures la and lb  illustrate the nature of the f irs t  hj-drostatic phase for  Saturn 
(DeCampli et aL , 1978). Ln these figures. radius and luminosity are plotted as a 
function of time. Tbe time scale of this stage is determined principally by the opacity 
within tbe prutoplanet, which is almost entirely due to grain opacity. In this calcula- 
tion, the composition of the major grain species was determined fmm thermodynamic 
equilibrium considerations for a solar abundance mixture of elements, with the best 
available optical constants for each specie being used to determine the Wsseland mean 
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opacity of the ensemble. A protoplanet with Saturn's mass takes about 10 years to 
6 progress through stage 2, whereas one with Jupiter's mass takes about 10 years. 
Thus, this time scale varies approximately as the square of the  mass. Clearly a 
protoplanet's mass cannot be much less than an order  of magnitude smaller than 
Saturn's mass o r  it  would not complete stage 2 within the age of the wXar system. 
Also, according to these calculations, the second hydrod~namic ollapse begins when 
proto-Saturn has a radius of about 40 Rs. 
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1:igurt.s 2a and 2b present the temporal  variations of Saturn's and -Jupiter's 
radius and luminosity during thi. second h\dl-ostatic s tage (Pbllack et d. . 1977). The 
iilitial radii for these  crilculstions ~ver-c arbi t rar i ly  chosen to be about tell t imes  thei r  
current  values. Ilowever, these curves  a r e  eqi~ally applicable to o ther  i:litial mndi- 
tions, by merc.l\. s tar t ing a t  t!le des i red radius and measuring t ime  relative to this 
initial epoch. Ebdenheimer's (1974) calcula t io~is  of tile second hydrodynamic stage 
suggest that th is  stage concludes and the second hydrostatic. slagr begins a t  a radius of 
I to 5 t imes the current  value. The present day values of radius and t .1 .ess lunii!~osit\ 
a r e  shown by squares  and c i rc les  in these figures fo r  Jupi icr  and Saturn, respectivell.  
Tkese calculations re fe r  to s s o l a r  mis tu re  model. i.e., one lacking a hcav? element 
core. Inclusion of a core ,  by design, leads to perfect agreement with !he observed 
radius, but i t  does  not suhstantiallj change the l ime sca les  nor the Icminosit!. diagram 
(Grossman, 197s). f i s s i b l e  reasons  fo r  the ~ ~ u d e r e s t i r n a t e  of Saturn's current e s c e s s  
hminosit? will be given below. in  an! case ,  we see that these calculations lead to 
reasonable f irst  o r d e r  es t imates  of the obser\-ed values. Finally, we note that gases 
a r e  the onls  soxrce  of apacity for  these models. Th i s  i s  reasonabie s ince  thc in ter ior  
temperatul-es a r e  sufficiently high fo r  g ra ins  to be evaporated. 
:\n important aspect of Figure 2b i s  t he  occurrence of a ver?. high luminosit! 
d;rring the earl!: p!lases of stage four. Thus, during the t ime  period o v e r  w!lich thc 
regular  satel l i tes \\-el*c forming, i t s  planet's luminosit \  was several  o r d e r s  of macgni- 
tude-highcr than i t s  current  val:~e and furrhcrmore was rapidl!. declining. Conscquentlj., 
the h rmat ion  of loiv tcn1perai:i re  condensa:c?s. such a s  ices. may have k e n  inhibited 
close  to the philet ; i t  suc:~ times ar,d s zonacion of composition with d i s t a ~ ~ v t .  from the 
pr imary m a j  bt: created (Pcllack and 12eynolds, 1934; Pollack rt al. , 197G). \\*e a l so  
note from k'igire 2b tha:, dt;ring ea r l \ -  tinies of thic sLage, .Jupiter's luminosity was  
ah)u t  a factor of t,!: iiigt?cr than Saturn's and conseque~it I!. i t  was  haxler- :o  form low 
temperacure ~,ondensr?tes (-lose to .lupiter. 
E k  Or-. !i7d i~ ; i \ c  ,!i::(:ussed onl? t i ~ c  evolution of lllc. gaseous portions of Saturn. 
There a r e  sc-re:-:I! \v i i n  ;\'l1ic11 i:s hea\:, t:lcmcnt core  may have ?,eel; c.rc.atcsd. 
First. i f  proto-Sam: ! i  i8- a -: much nlorc massive than Saturn's cul-rent mass ,  tlw c o r e  
could have betln to! . . i cd  rt&~irel \ .  frorn grains initiall: prescnt in thc cvivc.lopc. which 
were  s e g r e s t e d  itlt? r l;e centrn1 rcgi,.icrns. ]'or example, t'le i:!terior ietnpcraturcs 
around t h e  t ime of  ti^^ second hydrodynamic stage maj- have I-eac i;ed tilt: rnc:lting point 
of t he  grains.  leading to liquid particles, wl?ich rapidly c ~ a g u l a t e d  into nluc.11 bigger 
particles; the lat ter  r3pidl.v sank to t!ie center  (Cameron, 1977). Subsequcntl!. m u c h  
of the  gaseous envelope w a s  lost so that the end result  w a s  a planet c.- ri::hed in heavy 
elements. To be consistent with Saturn's inftbrrtd core mass ,  we *would have to 
postulate that at lvust 807 of the initial protoplanet's m a s s  w a s  l a te r  lost! 
Alternatively, smal l  rocky and ic? bodies ma3 have k e n  p~-oductd outside of 
Saturn's sphere  of influence, but a t  a s i m i l a r  distance in tlre s o l a r  nebula. These 
objects  could have been cu>llected efficiently when proto-Saturn was  much largtbr than 
its cur ren t  s ize ,  i.e., during ti* f i r s t  hydrostatic stage. Planetoids s m a l l e r  than 
10 to 100 k m  in radius would have becotne captured b? gas d r a g  effects. Continued 
gas d r a g  would have caused them to sp i ra l  very rapidly into the center  of the  
proto-planet (Pollack et a!. , 1978). 
Finally, let u s  cwmpare the two scenarios of planetary formation. The f i r s t  
hydrostatic s tage of the gas instability model bears s o m e  resemblance to the s t age  
during which the c o r e  is growing to  ttm c r i t i ca l  m a s s  in the  core instability model. 
During the core growth period, the re  will be a gaseous concentration about the core, 
which will be in hydrostatic equilibrium, The chief differences a t  th is  point between 
the  two models is that the  core and envelope m a s s  a r e  both growing with t ime  in the  
core instability model, but not in the  gas instability model (except perhaps for the c o r e  
alone) and that the radius of thc ~ , l v e l o p e  in the fo rmer  model is always determined by 
the  t idal  radius, and s o  will increase  with timc, not decrease  as o c c u r s  fo r  the la t ter  
model. Both models a r e  characterized by a subsequtnnt rapid hydmdynamical phase. 
At the  end of th is  s tage both models r e l a s  into a 113-drostatic configuration and follow 
essential ly the same evolutionary path. 
PIASETXRY OBSERVATIONS 
In this section ant1 in thc following one, \ve enumerate cr i t ica l  observations that 
.) 
can be made from s SOP- ~?l iss ion that will test  and illuniinste key cosmogonic issues. 
In preparing this l i s t  of measurements,  ivc have attempted to csclude ones that can be 
nladc from the Pioneer 11 and Yoyagcr Flyby missions,  tvliich \\.ill reconnoiter the 
Saturn system f i rs t .  
Assessment of the amount by \vhich Saturn's in ter ior  i s  enric-lied in heavy 
elements in excess  of thei r  so la r  abundance \.alces ma!. aid in disc.rirninaiing between 
the two theories for the t b r l ~ a t i o n  of the Saturn sys tem and in obtaining c-lues about 
c o r e  construction. In principle, the c o r e  m a s s  can ix dotermincd from a knowledge 
of the planet's mass, radius, and rotational period, quantities that are presently 
well-known. However, s ~ z h  calculations rest on the implicit assumption that the 
composition of the envelope is known; e. g., that the envelope has a soh- elemental 
abundance composition. But, the envelope may be enriched in such volatiles as water. 
ammonia, and methane: within the context of the core instability model, a shock wave 
is set up a t  the core-envelope interface during hydrodynamical collapse, which may 
cause the evaporation of some of the icy condensates (Perri and Cameron, 1974). 
Within the context of the gas instability model, the same result may accrue film the 
gas drag capture mechanism, a s  captured bodies are partially volatilized. Jr.aeed 
some recent models of Saturn's interior have invoked h=vy Aement enrichment of the 
envelope to fit the measured values of i ts  gravitational moments (Podolak and 
Cameron, 1974). 
While crude estimates of the abundance of methane and ammonia in  Saturn's 
atmosphere can be made from Earth-based observations, truly good determinations 
can only -me from in-situ compositional analyses below the 1 ~ v e b  at  which these 
gases begin to condense and therefore reqtiire an atmospheric entry probe. Such 
measurements will aLso yield the water vapor abundance, provided the probe can 
survive until depths of several tens of bar pressure. Finally, a determinatior? of the 
helium to hydrogen ratio in the observable atmosphere is also irnportzirt, since, as 
discussed below, helium may partially be segregated towards the bottom of the 
envelope. 
Conceivable, not only is the envelope of Saturn enriched in icy species, but 
also in rocky species (Podolak e l  a1.,1977). Since the latter condense way below any 
altitude to which a probe can reasonably be expected to function, a more indirect 
assessment of the latter excess is needed. The needed constraint can be provided by 
the J2 gravitational moment of Saturn. While this moment i s  currently known quite 
well from studies of satellite orbits (-0.1%). there is one important potential source of 
systematic error in i t s  value. The current estimate of J i s  based upon the assclmption 2 
that the rings of Saturn have a negligible mass. Studies of the motion of a Saturn 
orbiter may provide a check on this assumption. If i t  turns out il-it the rings do have 
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a non-trivial mass (>lo Saturn's mass), corrections can readily be made to the 
current value of J to convert it into the actual J2 for Saturn. Similar corrections 2 
and refinements to Jq (currently known to a b u t  779) will yield a value that will 
provide a valuable check on the validity of the interior models. Moments higher than 
J will not be very useful since they a r e  determined principally by the outermost 4 
layers of the envelope (Hubbard and Slattcrj., 1976). 
Let u s  now suppose that the SO@ n~iss ion  provides the needed compositional 
and gravitational information. Two theoretical steps a r e  needed in order  to realize the 
scientific objectives. First, interior models need to  be constructed to define the 
amount of excess heavy elements and their spatial distribution, i. e., partition behveen 
core  and envelope. Currently, the chief theoretical factor limiting the accuracy of 
interior models of the giant planets is the uncertainty in the thermodynamic properties 
of materials a t  high temperatures and pressures. In the case of the envelope, the 
equation of state of a solar  elemental mixture is least well known for  densities in the 
3 
range of 0.1 to 1 g?,?/cm . Typically, the needed thermodynamic pmperties are inter- 
polated from their more  well defined values a t  lower and higher densities. It i s  
reasonable 9 expect 'that the uncertainties in this crit ical density region will be sub- 
stantially reduced by the ~ i a  ? a SO? Mission occurs. This i s  important since much 
of Saturn's intefior Les  within this density domain (-70% by mass!). Also, adequate 
2 q l a t l o n s  of s ta te  for  a r e  materials should be available at  the time of the SOP mission. 
In addition to good interior models, careful determinations a r e  needed of the 
crit ical core mass  needed to  cause hydrodynamic instability in the surrounding gas. 
Current estimates of this parameter are based on Linear stability theory. More 
reliable values can be obtained from numerical hydrodyuamical calculations and these 
should become available in the next few years. By comparing the inferred excess mass  
of heavy elements with the crit ical value, an assessment of the validity of the core 
instability model can be made. 
We next consider the origin of the excess energy Saturn radiates to space. 
Gravitational energy represents the only plausible soprce for  this excess that would 
allow Saturn to radiate at its present excess over  the lifetime of the solar  system 
(Graboske et al., 1975; Cameron and Pollack, 1976; Pbllack et d. , 1977). But there 
are three distinct ways in which Saturn's gravitational energy can be converted into 
luminosity (ibid). Firs t ,  rapid contraction in Saturn's early history, when i t s  interior 
was much more compressible than a t  prssent, could have led to a build-up of internal 
energy, 1. e., high interior temperatures, which have subsequently been decreasing. 
Second, Saturn may be contracting sufficiently rapidly a t  present to generate the 
observed excess. Both the above modes of gravitational energy release refer  to the 
behavior of a plmet  whose interior compositional structure does not change with time. 
But, according to calculations by Stevenson (1975). when temperatures decline to a 
certain threshold value in the envelopes of the giant planets, helium will s ta r t  to 
become immiscible in metallic hydrogen and begin to sink towards the center of the 
planet. As this process proceeds, some helium in the molecular envelope will be mixed 
into the depleted region of the metallic zone, so that a helium depleted outer region 
encompassing both regions will be set up. Such a chemical differentiation could 
generate enough energy to account fc r much of the observed excess luminosity. 
The evolutionary results shown in Figure 2b refer to the contraction history of 
homogeneous, solar elemental mixtures containing no cores. Thus, the predicted 
Luminosity reflects only the first two gravitational processes. Figure 3 illustrates the 
relative effectiveness of these two processes for Saturn by displaying the time history 
of its gravitational and internal energies (Pollack et al. , 1977). During the first 
7 10 years, contraction proceeds at a rapid enough rate for t h e  internal energy to 
steadily increase. But, at subsequent times, it declines. Currently, the loss of 
internal energy is more important than present contraction in accounting for the excess 
luminosity, although the latter makes a non-negligible contribution. Qualitatively 
similar statements also hold for Jupiter. 
As illustrated in Figure 2b, the calculated excess for Jupiter a t  a time equal to 
the age of the solar system i s  consistent with the observed excess. However. the 
corresponding theoretical value for Saturn falls noticeably below i t s  observed excess. 
There a r e  several points that need to be considered before we judge this discrepancy to 
be real. First determination of the observed value is complicated by the need to sub- 
tract out a contribution from the rings at the longer infrared wavelengths, where the 
two objects cannot be spatially resolved, a s  well a s  by uncertainties in calibration 
standards. Nevertheiess, the most recent determinations of Saturn's excess luminosity 
a r e  crudely consistent with the value displayed in Figure 2b (e. g., Ward, 1977). This 
situation should be substantially improved by having observations performed when the 
rings assume an edge-cm orientation a s  viewed from Earth and by utilizing observations 
from the fly-by missions to obtain an accurate value for the phase integral in the 
visible. This latter is needed to compute the amount of solar energy absorbed by the 
planet. In addition to these observational issues, we also need to consider the influence 
of a core on Saturn's theoretical excess luminosity. Very recent calculations that 
incorporate a core-envelope structure lead to essentially the same curve a s  shown in 
Figure 2b (Grossman, 1978). llence, the factor of 2 to 3 difference between the com- 
puted and observed excess energy may be real. 
I s  helium segregation an i n ~ p r t a n t  source of the present excess luminosity? 
According to Figure 2b, this source is not needed to explain Jupiter's excess. Further- 
more, temperatures within Jupiter's metallic zone a r e  at least a factor of two above 
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the tempel:ature at which phase separation starts to occur (Pollack et  al. , 1977). But 
the reverse may be true for Saturn. The computed excess appears to be too low. Also, 
a s  ilh~istrated in Figure 4, the interior of a chemically homogeneous model crosses tile 
phase separation curve after about 1 billion years of evolution. Allowance for a core- 
envelope structure leads to higher interior temperatures in the metallic hydrogen zone, 
wi' . current Saturn lying close to the separation curve. Thus, helium segregation, 
while apparently cot yet an importact source for Jupiter, may represent a nrajor source 
of Saturn's current excess (Polkck et al. , 1977). 
If the phase separation of helium from hydrogen is in fact a significant source of 
Saturn's excess energy, planet-wide segregation is required (Pollack et al. , 1977). 
Therefore, an in-situ determination of the helium 'o hyd;>zen ratio by experimcants 
carried aboard ai etitry probe can provide a critical test of this pssibllity. Not only 
will i t  be useful to compare this measurement with solar abundancc. figures, but, equally 
important, to compare ~t with the value fout. - 'or the atmosphere of Jupiter by experi- 
ments aboard the JOP entry probe. This lattel comparison i s  needed since the solar 
ratio is not a s  well established a s  one might like. 
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SATELLITE AND RING OBSERVATIONS 
In this section, we discuss sequentially cosmogonically relevant observations of 
Saturn's irregular satellite(s), regular ones, and the rings. Tile outer satellites of 
Jupiter, Saturn, an3 Neptune differ markedly from the inner satellites of these planets 
in having highly inclined and eccentric orbits, with about half of them traveling in a 
retrograde direction. These orbital characceristics suggest that the outer satellites 
may he captured objects. Pollack et al., (1978) have proposed that capture occurred a s  
a result of the gas drag experienced by todies oassing through the extended gsseous 
envelopes of the primordial giant plansts, just prior to the zecond hydrodynamical 
stage. We have earlier pointed out tlut gas drag capture affers one mechanism of 
generating core material. In such cases, continued gas drag causes the captured body 
tc quickly spiral into the center of the protoplanet. However, if capture occurs in the 
outer portion of the protoplanet shortlj. before initiation of the second hydrodynamical 
1 
collapse (within -10 years) and if  the captured body i s  sufficiently large 
3 ! -lo2 - 10 krn), it will eqer ience  only Limited orbital evolution prior to the removal 
of gaseous material from its neighborhood. In this case, the captured bod? would 
remain a captured satellite, Pollack et al., (1978) showed that this mechanism could 
lead to the capture of objects comparable in size to that of the irregular satellitis, 
when nebular densities similar to those exhibited by models of the latest phases of the 
f i r s t  hydrostatic stage a r e  utilized (Bodenheimer, 1978). In addition, this model is 
capable of accounting for  many other observed  ropert ties of the irregular satellites. 
Besides modifyipg a !mdyls \relocity, gas drag also subjects it to mechanical 
s tresses aad to significarxt surface hesting. When the dynamical pressure due to gas 
*. 
drag exceeds the body's strength, i t  will fracture into several large pieces. However, 
the mutual gravitational attraction belw,?en the fragments i s  larger than the gas drag 
fol so the fragments remain together until separated by collision with a sufficiently 
lat - .ray body. In this way, Pollack et al., (1978) attempt to account for the existence 
of Jupiter's two families of irregular satellites ~ i t i l  the members of each family being 
charactzrized by similar orbital semi-major axes and incliilations. 
Figure 5 illustrates the heating rate experienced on the forward hemisphere of 
a captured body a s  a function of angular distance 0 from the stagnation point. 
(M. Tauber, private communication). These calc~lations pertain to typical parameter 
choices of 5 km/s for the relative velocity between the body and the nebula and 
3 2 s p / c m  for tlie gas density. Orders of magnitude smaller beating rates occur 
d 
on the trailing hemisphere. If r e  use a representative value of 10 ergs 'leln2's for tbr 
heating ,ate  and assume i t  i s  used simpl? to e11llanc.e tile surface temperature, we 
obtain a surface Lenlperaturr. of 1150 K ! Alternatively, i f  some of the heat i s  used to 
melt o r  vaporize surface. deposits of water ice, we find that meters of ice ca.1 e.xpc.ri- 
ence a phase change during the time of the capture process. 
Saturn's outermost satellite, Phoebe, i s  definitely an irregular satellite: i t  
travels in a highly eccentric, highly inclined orbit in tlle rct.rogradc direction. 
Conceivably, the second outermost satcllitc, Iapetus, might also be considered an 
irregular satellite since its orbital inclinatio!~ is substantially larger tlan tlmse of 
satellites located closer to Saturn. But, Iapetus tra\.els in a prograde direction and 
has a very low orbital eccentricit\. 
Photography of l'lioehe, its neighborliood, a ~ d  Iapetus ma\. provide vali~ablc data 
for assessirlg the validit?' of t h e  gas drag cap!ut-c: mechanism. ('lose-up picturc*~ of
Saturnf s irregular satellite(s) ma3 reveal m ~pliological features creatcd during the 
hypot!ietical capture eveut(s). Tire mecllani~al at rcssrs exiricnced during capture 
tnay be manifested in c~?ensi\-e fractures, while the stmtrg surface heating r:ira\ !rave. 
plrxjucrd flow features as well as pit-like structures rreattd I ) \  oulgassi~lg. 
-4s mention4 above, capture led to clusters of irregular .satellites in the case 
of the .Jcwian system, with cluster members representiilg fragn~cnts of tile capturtd 
parent b d ? .  In the case of the Saturn system, no such familics of irregular satellites 
arc kno\vu to esist. 'The pr2sence of single, irregular satellitc(s) rather ttan clusters 
can tw attributed to the following: there were differences in the tnecllanical proprtit-s 
of the captured bcdies so that total fracture never occurred for the Saturn captured 
objectsts); or fracture did occur, but there was never a sutmequcnt r~i l is ion with a large 
enough stray body to separate the pieces; o r  separation did occur. but the smaller 
fragments are too faint to be rcadilx observed from the Earth. The last possibility 
gives rise to the suggestion that a systematic photographic search be conducted from a 
Saturn orbiter for iaint objects with orbital inclinations and semi-major axes similar 
to those of Phoebe. 
\Ve nest consider studies of the regular sstellites. Thc Galilrnn satellites of 
Jupiter e-shibit a systematic increase ill their mean density withi decreasing distance 
from .Jupiter. Thus trend has hecn altributed to thc high lumitmsit~ of dupitc-r during 
the early phases of its second i~!drostatic stage (scc Figurc 2bl (hllack a1 d Reynolds. 
1974). As disczssed earlier. tht- hich luminosit;. inlubitid the condensation of ices in  
the region close to the planet during tlie satellite forrnat~oa period. Saturn's low r 
luminosity during thus cpocli means that ices were stable closer ro it t l la t r  to Jupiter 
during the iornlation of its satcllitc s\stern. Severthcltbss, a cot~iposi~ional gradicmt 
ma\ also be prt-sent for the Saturn system. 
I n  Figure (;a, we illustrate the possit?lc effects of Saturn's earl! high lumi!losit\ 
on the co~nposition of the material forming its satcilitc system (l*llar* el d. . 19ir;). 
Each curve in t l~is  figure shows the temperature of a condensing icc grain at !Iic 
distance of a given satellite as  a function of tinle from tile start of the scco-ld h.tdro- 
static stage. The curvcs are  labelled b!. the first lettcr of a saic-llirc's u a r ~ ~ ~ .  wit11 
A. B refr ,.ring to t h e  two brightest rings. A n a b h ~ u s  curvcs far the Jovian s?stcrn arc 
shown in  Figure Gb. In both cases. the region of sstcllite for~natio~l !]as Iwcn assumed 
to have a low opacit?, to the planet's thermal radiation. Qualitatively sirnila:. curvc8s 
hold in the tugh opeit)  case (Pollack ct a/. . 1976). 
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The vertical a d s  on the right hand side of Figcrr r; displa! s the temperature a t  
which various ice  species condense. Thus, at times along a given satellite's curve 
when the temperature is higher than ttr. condensation temperature of a particular ice  
specie, it u4ll be entirely in the gas phase and yo will not be incorporated into the 
forming satellite, Af€er a certain time, satellite formation ceases k c a u s c  the disk of 
material  f m m  which the? form has hcen eliminated. If the temperatures have remaincd 
too hoC for  certain ice species to condense up until the end of the satellite formation 
period, they will be absent fmm a satellite formed at the distance under amsideration. 
Hence, satell i tes close to Saturn will lack the mom volatile i c - e  species inmrporatcd 
into satellites formed further away. 
The start vertical Line segments near the top of Figure 6 indicate the time. 
t (a = r), a t  which the radius of the planet equalled the orbital distance of the satellite. 
Presumady. satellite formation a t  that distance did not occur  a t  earlier times. Titan 
may be larger than satellites closer to Saturn because i t s  formation could have s t a n c d  
with the commencement of the second hydrostatic stage ( h l l a c k  et d . 1977). 
Accurate measurements of the mean densit! of Saturn's regular satellites 
represent the most important &La for  assessing the possible influence of Satsrn's 
earls excess hunincsity on the composition of its satellite system. ii'hen graphs. such 
as Figure 6, are canstrained by tbe r i t r r e n t l ~  known compositional properties of 
Saturn's satellites o r  the time of satellite forrnation for Saturn is assumed to be the 
same as for  Jupiter, the folloaing general picture emerges of the bulk compositional 
gradient within the Saturn systern: water ice  may represent the on1~- ice species 
incorporated into the innermost satellites of Saturn; ammonia ices, principally NH4SH. 
as well a s  water ice are present in all the remaining satellites; and methane clathrate 
is to be found in satell i tes starting a t  Titan's distance from Saturn. Also, there may be 
variations in the fractional amount of rock? material incorporated into the satell i tes 
because of the delay in  the formation of the inner ones caused by Saturn's s ize  
exceeding their orbital distances a t  the beginning of this period. \\‘bile the resultant 
variations in Wlk density among the regular satellites of Saturn ma! no1 be nearly a s  
spectacular a s  for the Galilean satclLites (Lewis, 19721. they sti l l  m a \  be discc.rned 
through precise measurements. 
Currently, the mean density of five of Saturn's sstell i tes is poorly known and it 
is not known a t  all for the remaining ones ( l l o r ~ i s o n  et 01. . 1977). I'ndouwedl\, the 
mean density of a tew satellites, especially 'Titan, will he dciermined with hihh 
precision when Pioneer 11 and the Voyager spacecratt pass through the Saturn system. 
But accurate values for  the remaining satellites will await a Saturn orbiter. 
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F'imlly, let us consider the origin of the rings o t  Saturn, There  are two 
principal competing theories. Eirher the rings were  formed as pan of the same 
process that resulted in  the regular satellites, but tidal forces prevented the aggrega- 
tion of a single large object a t  the rings' distance from Saturn; or alternatively, they 
represenr fragments from a stray body that pessed close to Saturn and was tidally 
disrupted (Pbllaek, 1975). The composition ot the ring particles offers a way of testing 
the first posslbillty. As i l l u s t r a i d  i n  Figure 6a, temperatures may have bewme om1 
emm@ cbse to the end ot  the satellite formation period for rbe Saturn system so that 
water ice was able to condense in the rejion of the rings. Any silicate grains, which 
codeused a t  earlier times in this w o n  or were  present from the start, wo~ld have 
been incorporated into the planet slnce Saturn's size exceeded the orbital  distance 
of the rings f o r  most of the sa~ellite tbrmation period (see the top o t  Figure a). Thus, 
if the panicles constituting the rings were  derived from material  generated during 
;hmxrn*s satellite brmation epoch, thex should be composed almost entirely of water ice. 
There is. in fact, some evidence char the ring particles contain water ice. Near 
infrared spectra demonstrate that water ice is an important component of tbe particles' 
surface material (Pilcher et $. , 1970). Constraints on their  bulk composition are 
pmvided by radar a d  radio observations. Analysis of these observations show that 
water ice could be the dominant component of the n n g  particles, whereas rocky 
materis l  cannot (Pollack et ol , 1973; Pollack, 1975; Cuzzl and Pollack, 1973). 
However, with the present data, i t  is more  difficult to exclude models in  w>jc!i metals, 
sucb as iron, represent the major bulk material  (Cuzzi and Eollack, 1978). 
\.a know that ttae rings have a hidl brightness temperature in tlae middle infrared 
(-10 to 20 pm) and a very low one in the microwave (> 3 mm) (Pbliack. 1975). 
Unfortunately, there is conflicting evidence as to where the transition from one bright- 
ness temperature regime to the next occurs. In part, this situation arises from the 
difficulty i n  spatially resolving the rings from the  Earth a t  t h e  wavelengths of interest. 
Therefore, i t  may be worthwhile to have a multi-channel infrared radiometer aboard a 
Saturn orbiter, which will observe the rings in the 20 pm to 1 mm wavelength reglon. 
Determination of the location and shape of the transition point would provide a good 
means of determining whether water ice is the major component of the ring particles. 
Table lprovides a summary of the major recommendations Sven in th i s  paper 
for an SO$ mission. The first column lists the coamogonic problem, with the second 
and third columns defining the critical measurements that can be done to help resolve 
it. Clearly, much insight into the origin and evolution of the Saturn sy  Y t em can be 
realized from a combined orbiter-probe mission to this system. 
Table I. Cc3mogracally Relevant MBasu~meRhr for an SO$ Y ission 
Cosmogonic Issue Key hIeasurements Observational Technique 
Origin of the Saturn system: Assess composition, In situ compositional mea- 
core instability vs. gas amount, and distribution surements of NHS, CHq, 
instability. of excess heavy elements. HZO, He, and H2 from an 
entry probe; track orbiter to 
determine tbe mass of the 
rings to establish values of 
J2 and J4 for Saturn. 
Source of Saturn's current He& ratio in observable In situ measurement made 
excess luminosity: I s  H e  atmogphere. from an entry probe. 
segregation an important 
source? 
Capture mechanism for Morpholugical properties Close-up photography of 
irregular satellites: Did of the surfaces of the irregular satellites from an 
capture occur due to gas irregular satellites ; orbiter; photographic search 
drag within the primordial existence of clusters. for  faint cluster members. 
Saturnian nebolla ? 
Influence of Saturn's early Accurate values of the Good mass and size deter- 
luminosity on the composi- mean density of the minations from t L-acking an 
tion of its regular satellites. regular satellites. orbiter and from photography 
during close passages by the 
satellites. 
Origin of the rings. Composition of the ring Multi-channel infrared 
particles; especially radiometer , ope rating in the 
determining whether they 20 pm to 1 mm wavelength 
are made primarily of region. 
H20 ice. 
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DISCUSSION 
J.  CALDWELL: If you invoke a gas drag  mechanism for capturing Phoebe, does 
that not give you trouble with the very e x i s t e ~ c e  of the inner satellites ? If the gas drag  
is enough to capture, how do the others  survive? 
J. POLLACK: Well, it 's a question of the phase a t  which different things 
happen. The capture that we're speaking about is occurring a t  a very early time when 
Saturn may have been maybe a hundred times bigger than i t s  present size, while in the 
case of the regular satellites themselves, one is speaking about much later  when Saturn 
was perhaps five t imes :ts present size. You're quite right in the sense that one has to 
be very careful at the stage that the regular satellites a r e  forming. There is a delicate 
balance between having enough material  in the disk for  condensation and the aggregation 
01 the satellites, and yet not having s o  much gas around that the protosatellites spiral  
into Saturn. 
J. CALDWELL: Jupiter doesn't have a major ring system while Uranus has  a 
small one. Is there anything potentially to learn about the Saturn rings from this? 
J. POLLACK: Remember that in  the Saturn system just before the end of the 
satellite formation period, temperatures in the ring region could have gotten cold 
enough for  water ice to condense. In the case of Jupiter, i t s  luminosity a t  the same time 
was a factor of 10 higher, so that it never p;ot cold enough within its Roche limit for  
water ice  to condense. 
In the case  ot an alternative material  like silicates, there may well have been 
silicates around initially to condense, but a t  the t ime that silicates would have been 
available, Saturn would have been s o  large that it exceeded the outer boundary of :he 
rings, so that any silivates there would have been incorporated into Saturn itself. 
In the case  of Uranus, I do not care to speculate very much a t  this time on why 
i t s  rings a r e  so different from Saturn's. The only thing I can say i s  that temperatures 
could have gotten cold enough to  allow material  to condense inside the Roche limit. 
B. SMITH: But not ice, because the Uranus rings a r e  too dark. 
G. ORTON: Lf helium is capable of segregating from hydrogen a t  the present 
time in the interior of Saturn, what does that imply in t e rms  o t  the heavy elements, 
methane, water, and silicates. 
J .  POLLACK: The physics is different, s o  I'm not su re  whether one would 
expect a phase separation o r  not. The ultimate answer to the question may require 
measurements of gravitational moments. 
G. ORTON: What precision is required in the measurements of excess thermal 
flux from Sahirn? 
J. POLWCK: Well, I'd really like to know whether it's significantly higher than 
my prediction o r  not. Thus n precision of 130% would L.e quite sigmticant, and I think 
ultimately one might like to go to : 10%. 
G. ORTON: For  the observations for  the presence of water ice  in the n n g s  you 
recommended very long wavelength infrared observations. 
J. POLWCK: b n g e r  wavelength observation may distinguish between composi- 
tion of the surface and the bulk composition. I don't think that tl!ere is any question 
that water ice is the major surface constituent ot the particles. Ir: the case of water 
ice, itf s very absorbent up to about 150 pm and then i t s  absorption coefficient s t a r t s  
decreasing very rapidly. And we know from current observation at a few millimeters 
that the opacity is quite low. The transition wavelength region will surely contain the 
information we need on the bulk composition. 
R MURPHY: Couldn't radar  techniques from orbit o r  even radio occultation 
measurements be Aag>ostic of bulk composition ? 
J. POLL-ICK: A;: occultation basically measures the total c ross  section, s o  i t  
is sensitive tc the sum of scattering plus absorption. It doesn't separate the two 
components. Radar is a very nice complementary measurement to the passive bright- 
ness  temperatures. But we s t i l l  need to know the brightness temperatures in the 
long-wave IR region. 
